
IN ?HI 2IAISL OF THE QUEEN 1
N iCth. M

The Special Court in Arnhem has passed the following sentence 
in the case of the Chief Prosecutor against:

..'ERNLR U ILIil LL1 HEINRICH H A A S E «
born 12th September 1905 in Hamin a/d Y.eser, 
former Untersturmführer and Kriminalkommissar, 
living in Kolberg (Ger.)
now detained in the "Bewarings- en Verblijfskamp1'
(detention and residence camp) VUGKT,

A c c u s e d .
The Special Court:
In view of the investigation at the sitting;
Having heard the demand of the Chief Prosecutor;
Having heard the accused, assisted by Dr. A.L. KAUFFLiANN, 
barrister, DLVENTER;

Considering that the accused has been charged that he as 
Untersturmführer and Kriminalkommissar, at anyrate in the forces 
or service of or with the German enemy, in DEVLNTER, at anyrate 
in the Netherlands, on or about 5th April 19^5» during and in 
connection with the war of aggression begun by Germany on 10th 
I’ay 19**0 against the Kingdom of the Netherlands but before 15th 
liay 19^5, intentionally contrary to the lav/s and customs of war 
gave orders to R. STILLER, at anyrate to one or more members of 
the prison personnel of the German prison "Oxerhof“, to kill the 
politicial prisoners at that time there present, as a result of 
v/hich the said prisoners were in fact killed by members of the guard 
personnel, he, the accused, having done all this v/hile he knew, 
at anyrate understood, t@}i't the aforesaid arrestees had not been 
condemned to death by judicial sentence;

Considering that the accused has stated in substance at the 
sitting:
that he, as a German, arrived in the Netherlands in 19^ and there 
served as Kriminalkommissar with the rank of Untersturmführer on the 
Staff of the Sicherheitspolizei in 's-Gravenhage (The Hague), that 
in September 19^^ he was posted to the I.insatzkomniando of the Sicher 
hcitspolizei in Deventer, of v/hich body the witness LULLER was 
appointed leader and he, accused, deputy leader, which function 
he filled till the said Kommando was dissolved: that at the end 
of October I9^f LULLER Had a shed in the grounds of "Oxerhof", 
a property in the neighbouring municipality of Diepenveen, arranged 
as an auxiliary prison; that the Unterscharführers STILLER, VOSS 
and REILCHEN v/ere charged with the internal guarding of it v/hile 
Obersturmführer K0FFi«ANN acted as head of the guard personnel, his 
task being taken over when he left at the end of Larch 19VJ by 
STILLER;
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that at the beginning of April 19i*-5 when the Allies were beginning 
to draw near to Deventer there v.'ere a number of the Sicherheitspolizei 
's political arrestees in the said prison; that during those days he 
learnt at the Commando head-quarters at Deventer that there was an 
order by the 5.d.S. at Z^OLLL, KOLITZ, in accordance with v/hich the 
arrestees who were to be considered "light cases" could be released 
but the "bad cases" would be summarily (standrichtlich) shot; 
that thereupon a number of the arrestees in "Oxerhof" were discharged 
by LULLIR after which he, accused, found that another* 10 had remained 
behind there, from which fact be deduced that these v.’ere the "serious 
cases" destined to be shot and kULLER did in fact confirm this to him; 
that he, accused, did not know the names of thejarrestees concerned 
nor did he knov: of any sentence by which these were condemned to death; 
that in those cays STILLER rang up the Dienststelle in Deventer in 
order to find out -this’ in connection with the fact that "Oxerhof" 
was already under the Allies' artillery fire - whether he and his 
men might come te Deventer and what was to happen to the 10 arrestees, 
whereupon he, accused, this-by LULLER's orders*, let STILLER knov/ each 
time that he must wait and he would hear in time when he could
withdraw; that on the afternoon of the day when the last telephone 
conversation. v;as held STILLER sent REILiCHEN and VOSS to the Commando 
in Deventer to press once again for instructions; that he, accused 
as acting commandant in LULLER's absence, ordered VOSS and HLIUCHEN 
to take back to STILLER his, accused's, orders to the effect that 
those political prisoners still at "oxerhof" v/ere to be shot, after 
v/hich the guards could come to the Dienststelle in Deventer; 
that that same evening STILLER, VOSS and REUaCHEN appeared and one 
of them reported to him, accused, that the 10 "cases" in "Oxerhof" 
as a result of the accused's said order given to STILLER had been 
shot by the guards; that he, accused, knev/ at the beginning of 
April 19*+5 that the v/ar of aggression begun by Germany on 10th Llay 
l9*+0 against the Kingdom of the Netherlands had not yet come to an 
end;

Considering that at the sitting the following have declared 
in substance as v/itnesses:
i. ALTHER iULLLR:
that in September 19^+ he, with the rank of Hauptsturmführer, v/as ap
pointed Commandant of the Einsatzkommando of the Sicherheitspolizei 
in Deventer while Ktiminalkommissar HAASE, whom he sees present here 
as accused, was attached to him as deputy commandant; that among 
others Untersturmführer OLHLKE v/as attached to his Dienststelle as 
Sachbearbeiter; that when persons were arrested and the act for 
v/hich this occurred must be considered a serious case the proces- 
verbal relating to this was sent to the ^.d.S. in Zwolle, Y/ho then 
sent it back v/ith a note on it giving the decision he had taken v/hich, 
among other things, could contain that the arrestee v/as destined for 
".Strandrichtliche Sonderbehandlung" v/hich meant that he could be shot 
<tf eventual reprisal measures v/ere to. be carried out and that he 
was marked down as a so-called "Todeskandidat"; that the B.d.S, gave 
a decision of this sort without having heard the arrestee concerned; 
that at a meeting of high-ranking police chiefs of the Sicherheits- 
polizei held in January 19^5, at v/hich, he, witness, together v/ith 
other Kommandoführers,v/as present, new directives were given con
cerning the treatment of their arrestees on the evacuation of the 
territory occupied by the Germans, these directives amounting to
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•that the"bad cases", that is to say those guilty of serious acts 
such as possessing weapons and sabotage, the so-called "Todeskan
didat eh1!/ v/ere to be dealt v/ith "standrichtlich" and so must be shot 
that at the beginning of April 19^5 v/hen the Allies v/ere drav/ing 
near to Deventer, there v/ere about UO to 50 arrestees in the 
auxiliary prison at Oxerhof, v/hich came underxthe Einsatskommando 
in Deventer; that he, v/itness, had the task of reporting daily 
to the B.d.S. in Zwolle, in v/hich capacity Sturmbannführer KOLITZ 
v/as then acting, how many arrestees he had; hat in those days 
KOLITZ expressly reminded them of what had been ordered regarding 
the "Bad cases" at the above-mentioned meeting in January; 
that he then, at one of the daily conferences v/ith the "Sachbear
beiters" asked the latter in connection v/ith this ordrr, v/hich 
moreover the "Sachbearbeiters" had already known about for some 
time, to draw up a list of all arrestees of the Sicherheitspolizei 
Linsatzkommando Deventer and to note on it which were those decla
red by the B.d.S. in Zwolle to be "bad cases" and so "Todeskandi- 

, daten";
that this list, v/hich v/as compiled by the"Sachbearbeiters" jointly 
must undoubledly have been handed to the accused; '
that in any case accused v/as present at the said conference with 
the "Sachbearbeiters" and like himself was fully acquainted with 
the previously explained state of affairs, the accused having been 
practically in charge of the Dienststelle during the first three 
months of 19^5 v/hen he, v:itness, v/as ill; that as far as he, 
v/itness, can remember he learnt about 5th April 19^5 that 10 
arrestees v/ere noted as "bad cases" on the list which had been 
drawn up at his request; that he immediately rang up the B.d.S. 
KOLITZ to ask for permission to have the 10 men taken to 
Scheveningen which v/as refused by the latter v/ith the express 
charge that ne, witness, v/as to stick to the order already 
given v/ith regard to them;- That in connection with this and 
after consultation v/ith his "Sachbearbeiters" he gave orders 
to release the remaining 30 to HO arrestees v/hich v/as done the 
following morning; that that (the next) cay the accused informed 
him, witness, that STILLER, head of the guards at Oxerhof, had 
telephoned to ask v/hat v/as to be done with the rgraining 10 
"bad cases"; seeing that Oxerhof Y/as already under Allied artille
ry fire; that a day or two later the accused came with the same 
information; that in both cases he, v/itness, ordered the accused 
to tell STILLER that he was to stay quiet and wait and that he 
v/ould be told in good time; that in connection v/ith a commission 
from the Kampcommandant he was not at the Dienststelle any more 
the following cay and is convinced that after this he did not 
speak to accused any further about the 10 "bad cases" till the 
moment - that last or the nextday - that accused informed him they 
had been shot;
BLRTIiOLD STILLLR:
that v/hen fighting on the Russian front as an Unterscharführer 
in the S.S. he was turned oov/n for active service in 19^ on medi
cal grounds and then joined the personnel of the Sicherheitspolizei 
guards section in the Netherlands; that in December of that year 
he v/as transferred to the Linsatzkommando of the Sicherheitspoli
zei in Deventer and posted to the guard personnel of the auxiliary 
prison for political arrestees at tixerhof, in the neighbourhood 
of Diepenveen, v/hich came under the said commando; that the 
Unterscharführers VOSS and REIMCHLIJ v/ere charged with him with 
the guarding of Oxerhof, they all being under the direct orders 
of Obersturmführer hOFFLAHU, as were also a number of men, inclu
ding the Dutclimen LiCRREAU and «APSTRA, who had the guarding of it outside;
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that when on 1 st April 19^5 HÖPFlcAKM left for elsewhere the command 
of these fell upon him, witness: that when KOFFLLkNN left he said he 
had learnt from LULLEP., command at of the Einsatzkommando of the 
Sicherheitspolizei, that all prisoners would be discharged; that he, 
witness, however had to wait for further orders from the reventer 
Dienststelle; Ihat the following day he rang up the deputy leader 
of the Einsatzkommando of the Sicherheitspolizei in Deventer, HAASE 
whom he sees present as the accused, in order to ask what was to 
happen to the prisoners seeing that Oxerhof was then already under 
Allied artillery fire, whereupon the latter answered that he, witness 
was to remain quiet and wait;
that the Tuesday morning following this, 3rd April 19**5» some Unter
sturmführers of the said Kommando appeared at Gxerhof, among them 
being the Schabearbeiter OEKLKE who had two lists with him upon 
one of which about 30 prisoners were named who were fetched out of 
their cells and taken off with them; that on the other list stood 
the names of the remaining 10 prisoners of whom OLKLKE said that 
they presumably must be shot; that he, witness, did not see the 
lists himself but understood very well that so-called "Todeskandida
ten" Y/ere concerned here; that OEHLKE also told him, v/itness, to v/ait 
for further instructions; that he, witness, this^OEHLKE's orders, 
made some prisoners that same morning cig a pit between the v/alls 
of a shooting-range near the prison: that next morning he tried to 
ring up the Dienststelle in Deventer to ask onee more whether they 
coulc leave as the situation was untenable; that at mid-day he sent 
V08S and REILCKEI* to Deventer on .their bicycles to ask in his name 
what was to be done with the 10 prisoners; that they returned in the 
afternoon and VOSS brought him the accused's order to shoot the 
prisoners; that as the result of the order received by him from the 
accused these prisoners - in v̂/o groups each of two and tv/o groups 
each of three - v/ere shot by him, v/itness and the other previously 
mentioned uiewbers of the guard (except RL1LCHEK) v/ho v/ere then still 
present at Oxerhof, and this he personally reported to the accused 
that same evening;
FRAHZ HUbERT VOSS:
that he, a German, after as S.S. Unterscharführer being declared 
unfit for service at the front and then serving with the Sicherheits
polizei personnel doing guard duties, was posted at the end of l9Mf 
to the guards of the auxiliary prison Oxerhof near Diepenveen which 
came under the Linsatzkommando Deventer; that the guard personnel 
was under the orders of Obersturmführer HOFFiiAKN; that v/hen the latter 
had left about 1 st April 19^5 this personnel consisted of the Unter
scharführers STILLER, REIi-CKEIi and himself, as v/ell as the Dutchmen 
Ü0RREAU and .APSTRA, STILLER acting as head;
that in that first Y/eek of April the Allies v/ere approaching Deventer 
and Oxerhof came under artillery fire; that he v/itness, about 3rd 
April then rang up the Dienststelle in Deventer to ask whether in 
connection with the situation they could not release the prisoners 
and come to Deventer, whereupon the accused, v/ho acted as deputy 
Commandant, answered that he forbade this and v/ould send someone 
to Oxerhof to arrange matters; that early in the morning a day or tv/o 
later Untersturmführer 0E11LKE did in fact come to Oxerhof and by his 
orders about 30 of the prisoners were fetched out of their cells and 
taken off to Deventer, v/here as he, witness, found cut later, they 
were released: that after this 10 prisoners still remained; that 
CEHLKE had three lists with him: -hat on the first list appeared 
the names of the prisoners who were taken to Deventer that day, and 

on the second list those of the prisoners remaining behind; that 
OKHLKE and STILLER told then these latter v/ere condemned to death; thal 
on this list, in addition to their personal data, it certainly was 
noted that they v/ere condemned to death but not the reason why this 
had been cone; that the third list contained the names of the men 
v/ho would have to carry out the execution namely STILLer, REIKCHEIi
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and he, witness, himself as well as a fourth not present and in whose 
place OEIiLKE appointed the previously mentioned LORREAU and V; APSTRA; 
that OEIiLKE then told STILLIR the latter would later be warned by 
telephone whether or in the case of an affirmative, when the execution 
would have to be proceeded with, after which he left; that when at nocn 
they still had received no further nev/s both ¡̂ TILLER and he tried to 
ring up the Dienststelle, unsuccessfully however for the connection 
appeared to be broken; that after this STILLER sent hirn and RLIKCHEN 
there on their bicycle to aks whether they could release the prisoners 
and could come to Deventer: that having a??eefce§- arrived at the Dienst 
stelle he was told by the accused that the prisoners had been sentenced 
to death in accordance with the "Standrecht" and must be shot at onee, 
and that he was to take these instructions back to STILLER; that some 
time after REILCHLH anc he, witness, had returned to Oxerhof bringing 
this order to STILLER, the 10 prisoners in groups of two anc three 
were as a result of it shot by hirn, witness and the other members of 
the guard personnel previously named (with the exception of REIuCHEN) 
•who had remained behing at Gxerhof: that in addition to STILLER, he, 
witness, and REUXKEN also reported to the accused that evening that 
the shooting ordered had taken place;

Considering that it is generally known that the shooting of 
accused persons by a police orgah. without any previous judicial 
proceedings (consisting in an objective investigation by some judicial 
authority as to the guilt and penal liability of the accused to whom 
the opportunity is given to defend themselves on certain of the charges 
brought against them) can never be covered by laws and customs of war 
(in conformity with art. 39 Rules of Lancwarfare), Y/hich must certainly 
have been knov/n to the accused as Untersturmführer, Kriminalkommissar 
and police authority;

Considering that the facts and circumstances appearing in the 
above evidence and the fact of general knowledge mentioned above 
constitute an equal number of causal facts and circumstances on the 
grounds of which the Special Court considers proved and is convinced 
that the accused committed that v/ith v/hich he is charged, it being 
understood, that he as Untersturmführer and Kriminalkommissar in 
Leventer, about 5th April 19̂ 3» during and in connection with the 
war of aggression begun by Germany on 10th Hay 19**0 against the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands, intentionally contrary to the laws and 
customs of v/ar gave B. STILLER orders to kill the political prisoners 
at that time present in the German prison "Oxerhof", as a result of 
which the said prisoners were killed by members of the guard personnel; 
he, the accused, having done all this while he knew, at anjrrate under
stood, that the aforesaid arrestees had not been condemned to death 
by judicial sentence;

Considering that Counsel foi the defence has argued that by 
acting as he did the accused did not consciously violate the laws and 
customs of v/ar seeing that the B.D.S. in Zwolle (Kolitz) on whose 
orders the order v/ith v/hich the accused is criminated was based, 
acted as Gerichtsherr of a Standgericht of the S.S. und Polizei Gericht 
which, pursuant to that laid down in art. *+ of the Reich Commissioner's 
Decree regarding the State of Emergency, dated 12th I«ay 19*+*+, v/as 
appointed as the exclusively competent authority for the trial of 
punishable acts named in that decree;

Considering that this argument must be rejected on the grounds 
of the last evidence used above, in addition to whjch there is the 
fact that according to the contents of other evidence specified above 
the accused was fullyavare that the decision by the B.D.S. was
given on the grounds of an investigation v/hich in no v/ay satisfied 
the conditions of a requisite and propeer judicial proceeding;
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Considering that the occupying power is not allowed by calling 
into being provisions such as those referred to above to attack the 
validity of the just mentioned generally recognised principle,let 
alone override it;

Considering moreover that the argument advanced lacks a foundation 
in fact for the provisions established by the Oi.w in virtue of the com
petency granted by art. of the said decree and to which counsel appeals 
had already been superseded by new regulations promulgated by and in 
accordance with the so-called "Ftihrer Lrlasz" rated 30th July 
which as has appeared at the sitting were known to the accused, for 
which regulations that also holds good which was considered v/ith regard 
to the previous provisions;

Considering that counsel, with an appeal to an article by Frof 
LAiiGELLY] R (N.J. 19**7 No. 2*0 has finally advanced that accused was 
allowed to follow up the order given, by reason of its objective lav/ful
ness or subjective good faith, but that in the opinion of the Court 
there was no question of either as the accused - as has already been 
declared proved on the grounds of that considered above - was aware 
of its unlawfulness;

Considering that the facts declared proved constitute: 
the during the time of the present war in the forces or service of or 
with the enemy being guilty of any war crime or any crime against huma
nity as expressed in art. 6 under (b) and (c) of the Charter of the 
Londen Agreement of 6th August 19^5 promulgated by ¿he Decree of *fth 
January 19^6 (Stat.bk. No. G *j) which crime at the same time comprises 
the elements of, at anyrate shows the most similarity v/ith the punishable 
act according to Netherlands law:
intentional incitement to homicide, whereby the offender made use of the 
power offered him by the enemy, committed during the time of the present 
was and before 1 bth Iiay 19^5:
provided for arvlmade punishable by articles 27a of the Extraordinary 
Fenal Law Decree, respectively *+7 and 267 of the Penal Code in conjunc
tion with articles 1 and 1 1 of the said Decree;

Considering that accused is on that account punishable, no cir
cumstance having appeared which would remove or exclude his hability 
to punishment;

Considering With regard tothe punishment to be imposed, that 
accused, by in a responsible function in the service of the occupying 
power having given an order to a subordinate to kill 10 arrestees 
belonging to the occupied territory, knowing that no proper judicial 
proceedings had preceded this, as well as that, in connection v/ith the 
hopeless strategical position no German interest could any longer be 
reasonably served thereby, was guilty of a war crime of the worst sort,
but on the other hand the Court takes into account the circumstances
which have appeared at the sitting, that the accused did not exclusively 
act on his own initiative and also that the decision by one of his 
highest ranking superiors led to his having, as a German, a lessened 
realization as regards his violation of the laws and customs of war and 
the inhumnity of his proceeding;

Considering that the Special Court does not oeen proved any 
thing more or otherwise charged against the accused than has been declar
ed proved above so that he must be acquitted of the same;

In view further of articles 2, 3 , 7b and 23 of the Extraordinary
Penal Law Decree and 27 of the Penal Code;
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Administering the Law:
Declares proved that the accused committed the acts

declared above to have been proved, constituting the crimes specified
above, and that he is therefore punishable;

Sentences the accused in the matter to Twelve Years1 imprisonment
Grdfiialns that the time passed in detention by the condemned before 

this sentence is put into effect shall be deducted in full when serving 
the same;

Declares not proved anything more or otherwise charged against
the accused than has been declared proved above:

and pronounced at the public sitting of the said Special Court at 
*Zwolle, 12th November 19^8

sgd E.B. van DELDEN 
sgd II.L. WILKENS 

AHRIEIJS 
K. van ALLER.

^  CV. C C erf fT«-C S  C C cvi tZ V v

Acquits^thereof. 
Judgment passed by:
Dr. H.L. wILKLNS Acting President 

Judge
Lilitary Judge

Dr. G.K.L. ARRIENS
Rear Admiral K. van ALLER
in the presence of
Dr. E.B. van DELDEN Deputy Clerk of the Court,
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PRO - JUSTITIA

SENTENCE 
In the Name of the Queen.

The Temporary Court martial in MACASSAR in the case of the pro
secutor , ratione officii» against:
I. MOTOUURA Shigeki,

aged 37* horn in NAGASAKI KEN, ~ub. Lieutenant, Japanese navy, 
formerly second-in-command (officer attached) of the TOKKEITAI 
(Special Jap.naval police) in MACASSAR ( in custody).

II. SAKAI Chobel,
aged 36, born in NAGASAKI KEN, Warrant-Officer, Japanese navy, 
formerly senior officer of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custo
dy).

III. TOMITA Toshimltsu,
aged 36, born in KUAIAMATO KEN, Petty-Officer, Japanese navy, 
formerly member of the TOKKBITAI in MACASSAR ( in custody).

IV. MINAMI Tooru.
aged 36, born in LIIJAZAKI KEN, V/arrant-Officer, Japanese navy, 
formerly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

V. MANABE ShiKeo,
aged 36, born in FUKUOKA KEN, Warrant-Officer. Japanese navy, 
formerly member of the TOSKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

VI. SAKASHIMA Susumu.
aged 36, born in FUKUOKA KEN, Chief Petty Officer, Japanese na
vy, formerly member of the TOKKEITAI-in MACASSAR (in custody).

VII. ONO Yoshlo,
aged 36, born in KAWAGA KEN, Warrant-Officer, Japanese navy, 
formerly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

VIII. SHIBA Yoshihiro,
aged 35» b o m  in KOCHI KEN, Warrant-Officer, Japanese navy, for
merly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

IX. EGUCHI Tokyo.
aged 34, born in SAGA KEN, Uarrant-Officer, Japanese navy, for
merly member of the TOKKEITAI In MACASSAR (in custody).

X. SHiaiTZU Isamu.
aged 32, b o m  in EHIHE KEN, Petty Officer, Japanese navy, for
merly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

XI. aIASLTDa Tamotsu.
afed 34, born in FUKUOKA ifciN, Chief Petty Officer, Japanese na
vy, formerly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

XII. OKU MasashlRe,
aged 32, b o m  in KAGOSHIMA KEN, Chief Petty Officer, Japanese 
navy, formerly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

XIII. TERAYAMA Shoichi«
aged 34f b o m  in FUKUOKA Kr.N, Chief Petty Officer, Japanese na
vy, formerly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).

- XIV DOI -
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XIV• DPI Noboru.
aged 27» born in MACASSAR, bibycle dealer, formerly interpreter 
to the TOKKEITAI in ¿IACaSSAR ( in custody).

XV. NAKATA Fusao,
aged 33» born in KUMAMOTO KEN« Able seaman 1st.class, Japanese 
navy, formerly chauffeur to the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custo
dy)*

XVI. G3SNO - o Ship.eichi,
aged 40, born in TOKUSHIMA -KEN, Chief Petty Officer, Japanese 
navy, formerly member of the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR (in custody).
In view of the order dated 5th.Ll&y 194-7 issued by the prosecutor 

in MACASSAR committing the case for trial by the Temporary Court-mar- 
tial, in which order the accused are charged;

"that in the period March 194-2 to August 19^5» therefore in
tine of war, the special Japanese Naval Police Organisation in 
MACASSAR called the TOKKEITAI, of which the accused, subjects 
of the enemy power Japan, formed part as second-in-command and 
members respectively, these TOKKEITAI being therefore a group in 
the senbe of art. 10 of Statute Book 1946 No.45 committed war 
crimes within the framework of its activities, the said unit ha
ving by means of its members, contrary to the laws and customs 
of war carried out unlawful mass arrests and/or exercised syste
matic terrorism against persons suspected by the Japanese of pu
nishable acts and therefore for that or some other reason arres
ted, this systematic terrorism taking the form of repeated, regu
lar and lengthy torture and/or ill-treatment, the seising of men 
and women on the grounds of wild rumours, repeatedly striking them 
with the hand and with sticks during their interrogation, kicking 
them with the shod foot, hanging them up by the arm or leg, bur
ning thorn with glowing cigarettes and bicycle bells, wrenching 
their knee-joints apart, stripping women and exposing them in this 
condition to the public view, withholding food from arestees, com
pelling them to put their thumb print on blank sheets of paper, 
at anyrate one or more of the aforesaid acts, or else ordered, 
encouraged or allowed them, knowing that one or more of the said 
acts were being committed by those under them,
the aforesaid acts having led or at least contributed to the death, 
severe physical and mental suffering of many and the condemning 
to death and imprisonment of several innocent persons? 
the following having in particular:
1st, accused, MOTOMURA ShiReki:

I. as second-in-command, at anyrate as an officer attached to the 
TOKKEITAI, charged with the general control of the TOKKEITAI of 
South-west CELEBES, in his term of office, i.e. from 11th. Novem
ber 194-3 to li?th. August 1945* ordered,encouraged or allowed one 
or more of the aforesaid acts to be committed by his subordinates 
against:
a. a large group of persons arrested in January 194-5» suspected

of spreading anti-Japanese placards and other writings, among 
them being SOEPARDI, MIDI, Raden SALEH, S.PATTIRANE, P.SIAHA- 
JA, Ch.LOUHANAPBSSY, J.KAILOLA, Hadji KAMALOEDDIN, Ch.tfENS- 
VEEN and THOENG TOK LEANGj

b. a large group of persons arrested in January 194-5 on the
grounds of refusing to work for the Japanese and of espiona
ge, among them being M.PANGALILA, WAROKA, PAHENDONG» Mrs. 
PAHENDONG, LOMBOJAN, PINONTOEAN, J.KAMU, Nj.MAMESA;

c. a large yroup of persons arested in MAWOEDJOE and r/iADJENE in
November 1944 accused of espionage and conspiracy, a;i ong them
being SOELEMANA, TJOKaNG, MARALI, SAGERAN, Mrs. RAEDA, SAMAN, 
&rs.SOELEV* AT I, SITTI, MAEMOENA, SITI HASNaH, MUSTAPA, ABDUL
V.'AHAB, Moeh THAHA, PABI, Gouw BENG HOHY, firs. TEHUPEIERY,

- Sergt. GASPERSZ -
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Sergt.GASPERSZ, TJATJO, DANGA, SIKANG, Mrs. GASPEB3Z, SANGKA- 
LA, J.HULATILA*

d. a group of persons arosted in MACASlAR and after July 194-3,
, in so far as they were still with the TOKKEITAI in MACAS- 
¿AH after 11th. November 194-3;

e. THE HAP TJ&NG, arrested on 7th. March 194-5.
II. about January 194-5 seriously ill-treated three American airmen in

the TOKKEITAI building in MACASSAR in the way described above.
Ill* in January 194-5 ordered that all food was to be withheld for four

days from the political prisoner W.F. de ¿¿UILE1TES, detained by 
the TOKKEITAI.
2nd, accused SAKAI Chobel.

I* as senior petty officer in the TOKKEITAI,in addition to his own
task rs investigation officer! charged under and next to the 1st. 
accused with the general control of the TOKKEITAI, during his 
periodof office from December 19^3 to 15 August 19^5 ordered* en
couraged or allowed the acts charged against the 1st.accused under 
I;

II* about July 194-3* in ilACASSAR, seriously ill-treated in the way
described above J.LILIPALY and HAMZAH, Gelarang of BORONGLOE, who 
were arrested during the mass arrests of July 194-3 in ¿JACAJSAR and its surroundings}

III* about Liarch 194-3» in MACASSAR* seriously ill-treated in the way des
cribed above THOENGfcOK LEANG* Jointly suspected in the case of TAN 
SING TJIANG of spreading Allied broadcast news*
3rd* accused, TO^ITA Toshlmitsu.
about July 194-3* in MACASSAR* ill-treated HAMZAH, Gelarang of B0- 
RONGLOE, and others who wore arested during the mass arrests of 
July 1943.
4-th. accused, KIN AMI Tooru.

I* as head of the TOKKEITAI detachment in MALILI POSSO and/or MASAMBA,
about the end of October 194-3 ordered, encouraged or allowed his 
subordinates OKU and SEIIXI to seriously ill-treat in the way des
cribed above J.*.SOUIZA, A.PATURUSI, P.TANDI, DJAY.I, BENJAMINS, 
SAERANG, KAIRUPAN, ABDULRACHLiAN, PESIK, GOlttR, PENTJANA SIGLIPU 
and PANGEl!ANAN? at anyrate one or more of them;

II. in 19^5» in PALOx'O, raped firs. MARTINA EVERDINE VOLLj
III* about July 194-3» in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated in the way des

cribed above TilOENG TOK LEANG and HAMZAH, previously mentioned.
5th* accused. MaNaBE Shipeo.

I. in July 19^3» under the leadership of OGURA, and together with 
OKU and later assisted by SEIIKI, •¿INAJ.il and DOI, during the mass 
arrests in PALOrO - MAKALE - RANTEPAO and SENGKANG seriously ill- 
treated the following persons in the way described above: .M.K.F.
HENDRIKS, P.LATUPERISSA, D.A.PEPELLA, NOYA, PAP IL AY A, LiOEHAî IAD, 
J*LAIUPERIoSA, J.SOSELISSA, J.NIKIJULlft, LATANG, MASANGKA, MQEHAiV- 
^AD ALI, &U1DANGIE de la CRUZ, A.MURENAJA, Sergt.D.PATTIRAJIE Jr,
l.GA/iOIiG* LAv.AKABESSY, HADJI MAIMOLNA, ACHttAD, NALANGAN, SOETAH, 
oJELLL, PATTIi1.AEL, Cergt. TELE Hr» LA, N.JONAt>.

II. about July 19^3» in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated in the way des
cribed above Chr. .VEN3VEEN, accused of espionage in the case of
Lt. Col* GORT.VANS »
6th. accused. NAKÂ HIi/A fluflumu.

I. in the period between June and. oeptember 194-3* in the TOKKEITAI
building in ¿Sas^AR, seriously ill-treated in the way described 
above Chr.wENSVEiiN, LIE TJANG «ENG, at anyrate one or more of the

- following -
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following persons;
a. H.LATUMETEN, Ch. WENSViSEN, G.NAJNLONY, J.PEA, J.LaTUPLRISSA, 

J.USMANY, J.TAHAPARI* H.D.PICAULY, Ch.TOi.iASOA, KAJADOE, W. 
LATUMLTEN, Mrs.WENSVEEN, D.PEA, i,<rs. GORTMANS, O.PEA, tf.RIUPAfi- 
SA |

b. ANTONY, W.MU5KITA, A.TAiUMAL, AHOLAKELU, PATTIKAIHUTU, Sergt. 
PASANEA, Seigt. RISSAYBEJ^Y, Sergt. KAPEL, LATUMETEN Jr., LIB 
TJANG Vi'ENG, Mrs. MESAX-MUSKITA;

C. J.PASANEA, TOPAMAHU, A .TANA SALEH, TANDAFATU Jr., TANDAFATU Sr., 
Sergt# AMAT, all accused in the case against Lt.Col.GORTilAliS, 
Sergt. LATUMETEIi and Sergt. ANTONY;

II. on a date which cannot be further precised, badly ill-treated in 
the way described above J.P.NANLOHY, accused of giving sweets to 
Allied prisoners of warj

III. about March 1943, in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated in the way
described, above LIEM YQE HENG, jointly suspected in the case
against TAN SING TJIANG of spreading Allied broadcast news.
7th accused OHO Yoshio.

I. as head of a TOKKEITAI detachment in MAMOEDJGE, in November 1944 
was partially responsible for ordering and carried out unlawful 
mass arrests in connection with espionage and conspiracy and fur
ther, ordered, encouraged or allowed his subordinates to ill-treat 
in the way described above the arrested persons named under 1st. 
accused, let

II. about March 194-3, in MAC ASS AH, seriously ill-treated in the way
described above LIEM YQE HENG and THOENG TOK LEAUG, jointly sus
pected in the case against TAN SING TJIANG of spreading Allied 
broadcast news;

III. about July 194-3, during the mass arrests in MACASSAR, seriously 
ill-treated in the way described above HAMZAH, Ge?.arang of BORQN- 
GLOE, and TUPUMAHU, jointly suspected in the case against J.PASANEA 
(GORTMANS).
8th. accused, SHIBA Yoshlhiro.

I. In January 194-5* in MACASSAR seriously ill-treated in the way pre
viously described M.PANGALILA, WAROKA, PAHENDONG. Mrs. PAHENDONG, 
LEMBOJAN, PINENTOAN, J.XAMU and NJONG MAMESA, at anyrate one or 
more of them, who were suspected of anti-Japanese sentiments j

II. about March 19^5* in MACASSAR, together and in association with 
YAMAGUCHI, DOI and ASAHI seriously ill-treated in the way descri
bed above one or more of the following persons suspected of sprea
ding anti-Japanese placards, namely;
El IDROES, Corp. LUBULIMA, W.F.PRINS, Sergt. FERDINANDUS, W.F. de 
4UILETTES, BERG, OVERBEER*
9th. accused» BGUCHI Tokyo.

I. about October 1944-, charged with the further examination in MACAS
SAR of a great number of the persons arrested in MAMOEDJOE and 
MADJENE, previously named under 1st. accused I.e., seriously ill-
treated one or more of these persons in the way previously described
at anyrate ordered, encouraged or allowed this to be done by meoa-
bers of the TOKKEITAI who were inferior in rank to or younger than 
him.

II. about 194-3, in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated airs.MORKS from the 
women*s Internment Camp in MALINO, who was accused of carrying on 
a correspondence with the Men’s Internment Camp.

III. about 1943 seriously ill-treated in the way previously described 
TCEHIRAN and Sergt. AMAT, concerned in the case of Lt. Col. GORT- 
MAHS.
10 th. accused SHIMITZU Isamu.

I. about March 194-3, in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated in the way
previously described those persons suspected of spreading Allied 
broadcast news, at jLnyrate one or more of them namely:

- TAN SING TJIANG -
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TAN SING TJIANG, THIO HANG LiNG, THO: NG TOK LEANG, LI hi YOU HVJNG, 
PURVIS, RUoI&SSER» V:.TOPUiJAHU, A.TA' ASALB, YQE, GOAT TIEN NIO.
about Xuly 1943» in PALQPO - MAKALL - RANTEPAO and SKNGKANG» 
either or not together and in association with his superior A1A- 
NABE Shigeo, committed the acts charged against the latter (5th 
accused) under I.
about November 1944 under the leadership of 0N0 in MAMOEDJOE, and 
then as head of the TOKKEITAI detachment in MADJENE, committed 
one or more of the acts charged against ON3 (7th accused) under 
X*
about Jan. 1943» in «ADJO-SIuA» under the leadership of SENQO and 
the legal officer Lieutenant MORG, in the way previously described 
seriously ill-treated a number of arrestees suspected of helping 
the Netherlands Indies guerilla troops of Lieutenants de JONG 
and van DAAL.-.N, namely i
LA MIDI!;, districthead of SBA, LA ROEGA, LA TJANTJA, ANDI MAKASAO, 
LA <4ANGONG, H.ABDOI^RR^HMAN, PANRE TAKE, Ai!BO GiTJONG, ALI, LA PnT- 
JANG, LA BATJE, LA HADJI, iiALIiuA, LA RKv.QE, LA PALOE, ANDI BANRI, 
LA GONDINI, INDE GAiVK and the telephone operator J.nORHORX’.
about Aiarch 1943» in KACASoAR, so seriously ill-treated THL HAP 
TJENG that the latter died.
11th» accused l.'A6UDA Tamofrsu.
about Hay 1943» in MACASSAR, for six days seriously ill-treated 
the political prisoner D.J.GASPERSZ.
about June 1943 in MACASS AH, badly ill-treated HAM5AH, Gelarang 
of BORONGLOE, suspected of helping AmbonesianB in PAKATO.
about ¿larch 1943» in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated THQLNG TOX 
LEAriG, suspected of spreading Allied broadcast news in the charge 
against TAN SING TJIANG.
from the beginning of 1943 to 15 August 1945, repeadly raped and 
badly ill-treated VERA AUGUSTINA VOLL.
about September 1944. charged together with OKADA and SaITO with 
the holding of a preliminary investigation, seriously ill-treated 
in rALOĵ O in the way previously described BASE bin DJENOD, CESAK 
bin DJRNOD and DARMA.
12th accused OKU Masashit-e.
about March 1943» in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated THOKNG TOK 
LEANG, accused in the case against TIN SING TJIANG.
about July 1943 in PALQPO - MAKAI£ - RANTEPAO and SENGKANG, under 
the leadership of 0GU3A charged together with MANABE with the 
carrying out of investigations, ill-rtreated in the way previous
ly described those persons already mentioned under 5th.accused,I, 
at anyrate M.K.F.HUiDRIKS, D JAB IB I and N.JONAi,.
in 1942 and/or 1943» in MACASSAR, together with .‘¿ANABE charged 
with the holding of an in$uiry into the case against Lt.Col. 
GOHTMAflfĉ roup seriously ill-treated in the way previously descri
bed the persons already name d under 6th. accused, at anyrate 
Chr. «LWSVE*N, D.PEA, LIE TJANG Y.EKG and RUriUKAIL.
about November 1944, in MA.OEDJOE. and ŷ ADJENE, as successor to 
0NO, head of the TOKKEITAI detachment, and charged with the in
vestigation in connection with the mass arrests there, ordered 
encouraged and allowed the persons named under 1 st, accused,I.e.
to be seriously ill-treated.
14th accused Dpi Kobora.
about February 1945» in MACASSAR, together and in association with 
YAMAGUCHI, SHIBA and A^aHI charged with the investigation in a 
case concerning the spreading of anti—Japanese placards, serious
ly ill-treated one or more of the persons named under 1st.accu
sed I,a

- II -
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II* about March 19^3» in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated one or
more of the persons already named under 5th. accused. 1« at 
anyrate THOENG TOK LEANG, suspected of spreading allied broad
cast news in the vase against TAN SING TJIANG»

III. about July 19*0, in POLOPO, together with MINAMI and SEIIKI
who had arrived there to reinforce the TOKKEITAI team consisting 
of OGURA, MANABE. OKU, seriously ill-treated one or more of the 
persons named under 5th. accused, I. at anyfcrate W.EK* HENDRIKS*

IV, a* about July 19^3, during the investigation after the mass
arrests in MACASSAR, seriously Ill-treated one or more of 
the persons named under 8th. accused. Ill, at anyrate 
W.F* de OUILETTES and BAJA; 

b* also Chr. Wensveen in the case against Lt. Col* GORTMANS*
15th. aquaed NAKATA Fusao«

I. about July 19^3* In HACA8SAR, seriously ill-treated Mrs.
FRANCIEN LILIPALY, arrested during the mass arrests in PAKATO 
(UACASSAR).

II* in 19^2 or 19^3, in MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated the brothers
HAMOHU, supected In the case against Lt* Col* Gortmans *

16th. a cased SEHOO ShlgelchU/
I* about January 19**3, in WADJO-SIWA, under the leadership of the

legal dffioer Lieutenant MORO and as the superior of SHIMITZU« 
seriously ill-treated one or more of the persons already named 
under 5th* accused IV.

II. a* in 19^2 or 19^3, In MACASSAR, seriously ill-treated TOPAMAHU7 suspected in the case J* PASANEA (lt# Col* GORTMANS)« 
b* about JUne 19^3 in MACASSAR, seriously Ill-treated HAMZAH, 

Gelarang of BORONGLOE;previously mentioned#
c* about March 19^3, in MACASSAB, seriously ill-treated 

/ THOENG TOK LEANG previously mentioned*
/ ' In view of the serving of the writ of the abovementioned

committal order dated 5th* May 19**7f* \ 4
'.In view of the demand read otit by the Prosecutor and then 

•handed to the Court-martial to the effect that the Court-martial 
I shall acquit the 13th accused TERAYAMA Shoichi of that charged 
/ against him and shall declare the accused!# I

} I* v MOTOMURA Shlgekl 
II* SAKAI Chobel
III* TOMITA Toshimitsu 
IV* MIN AMI Tooru

/ V* MANABE Shlgeo
VI* NAKASHDIA Susumu 
VIII* SHIBA Yoshihiro
IX. EGUCHI Tokyo 
X# SHIMITZU Isamu
XI* MASUDA Tamotsu
XII* 0K0 Mashashlge

i ! XIV* DOI Noboru
XV* NAKATA Fusao
XVI. SENOO Shlgeichi

; Guilty of the v:ar crimes:
MA| carrying ont unlawful mass arrests*
B. Systematic terrorism11

-and-
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and on that account sentence them)
1st« accused MOTOMURA Shlgekl to death 
2nd* accused SAKAI Chobei to death
3nd* accused TOHUA Toshimitsu to 1 year's imprisonment
4th. accused MINAMI Tooru to death
5th* accused UANABE Shigeo to death
6th. accused NAKASHIUA Susumu to death
8th. accused SHIBA Yoshlhlro to
9 th# accused EGUCHI TOkyo to death
10th# accused SHOcfztJ Isamu to death
11th* accused HASUDA Tamotsu to 15 years' imprisonment
12th* accused OKU Masashige to death
14th* accused DOI Noboru to death
15th* accused NAKATA Fusao to 10 years' imprisonment 
16th. accused SENOO Shlgeichi to death*

Having hear̂ d\bhe accused make their statements;
In view of that dealt with at the sitting as set down 

In the record of the same;
In view of the documents In the case, In so far as use 

was made of them and thay read oat to and shown the accused;
Considering that according to the announcement made by the 

Prosecutor at the sitting the 7th* accused* 0N0 Yoshlo, Is dead 
(suicide) so that the right to take proceedings against him 
has lapsed;

Considering that at the sitting the accused have made 
statements containing a total or partial admission and which 
for the rest must be considered as a partial or total denial, 
for tilch reason they will be given In extenso below In so gar 
as they cover the acts mentioned In the indictment;

1st accused MOTOMURA ShlgeklI
I acknowledge being guillty of that with which -an̂ tam charged 
as I consider myself responsible for the deeds of my subordinates 
and also for that of my deputy the 2nd* accused SAKAI* But I 
do not consider myself responsible for the actions of my subor
dinates lntfiose places to which they were detached* I am an 
officer of the regular.forces and on 11th* November 1V^3, with 
the rank of Viarrant Officer In the navy, becare second - in
command of the TOXXEITAI in MACASSAR being* ̂ attached to the 
Commandant of the TOKKEITAl ( Kalgun Tukubetsu Kaisatsu Tai- 
speclal naval police detachment), the garrison^ commander

-In-
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ln ioACASSAR, and remained so until the capitulation. A 
year later I v/as promoted to Sub-lieutenant. The garrison 
commander came under the senior Staff officer of the 23rd 
Special haval Base In MACASSAR v/ho was the actual head.
Form 16th. August 19^4 the TOKKEITAI came directly under 

haval Headquarters. The liaison between the senior Staff 
officer - by whom all »orders were issued • and me -
charged with the general control - was formed the legal
officer with whom I talked all matters over and to whom all
reports and statements had to be handed. There was also a
secret intelligence organisation in UACASSAR« the YOSHISUMITAIj 
which organisation was dissolved in April 191*1*, its personnel 
being placed at the disposition of the TOKKEITAI as an intel
ligence service.
The general task of the TOKKEITAI consisted In:

1 . The maintenance of discipline among the Japanese forces 
and civilians;

2 . the maintenance of order and tranquillityy especially 
comprising matters of political importance!

2 . the supervision of the guarding of military stores.
There were printed regulations issued by the Command of the 

2nd Southern Squadron.
These contained among other things that there must be a con
fession before a case could be sent to a court-martial 
(GUMPOKAI); there were also regulations as to the treatment 
of various matters. It was laid down that the interrogation 
of accused and witnesses must be done carefulty so that perso» 
nal opinions were excludedy thus the examination must be 
conducted with impartiality. Nothing was said as tot the way 
in which a confession must or could be obtained.
Burlng_my__tlne. of office however there never were denials;

¿11 confessed at once of their own,accord. There was no ex
press prohibition of beating In the regulations, but the 
provisions of the regulations contained that no beating must 
»e done. Everyone serving in the TOKKEITAI could know this.
\ hen I was appointed to the TOKKEITAI on 1 1 th. November 19^3 
i te other accused were already working as members of It, with 
t. ie exception of the lM;h. accused Do1 and 15th. accused 
N.iKATA who joined later as interpreter and chauffeur respec
tively.
The 2nd. accused, SAKAI, was as senior petty officer my 

deputy and then took on my powers.
Whenever I received orders to investigate an affair, I 

selected the one who was to conduct that Investigation.
The man selected had independent powers of arrest and began 
at once with a preliminary interrogation, the results of which 
he sent In to me or to the 2nd. accused, SAKAI. SAKAI was also 
associated in the allocation of cases for I often handed this 
over to him. I lived in the TOKKEITAI building but I never 
saw any beating done, though I believe however that it did 
take place.
The senior Staff officer gave the orders for duty tours 
and I then selected v/ho must go on these. The 2nd. accused, 
SAKAI, sometimes did the selecting if I was not there or 
following an order from me. If a group was sent out on a 
duty tour the senior in rank automatically took command. There 
were sometimes exceptions ho?/ever, when a junior in rank was 
appointed head because he was already acquainted with the 
affair or was better qualified with regard to the mission,
I talked over detaching with the garrison commander, ISHIDA

-I made-
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I made the proposals and ISHIDA then docided In conformity 
with icy suggestion. Later, when the TOKKEITAI came directly 
nnder Headquarters, the senior Staff officer did this.
With regard to that with which I am charged under la.,

I can state that the investigation in January 19^5 concerning 
the placards affair was ordered by the senior Staff officer, 
TCYAUA, and I carried this order out.

The investigation into the espionage affair - under lb of 
the indictment - was also ordered by TOYAMA and carried out by me# 

That with which I am charged under Ic ^ the investigation 
in UAUOEDJOE and UADJENE in November 19^4 - was ordered by me 
after, think, an order from TOYAMA's predecessor, USAWA*

I deny the rest with which I have been charged, I admit 
however that I never exercised a supervision over my subordin
ates to see whether during their interrogations they used 
methods which were not allowed.

_2nd_. accused SAKALghobeji
I acknowledge having committed the acts with v/hich I am 

charged for I did occasionally strike someone with the flat 
of my hand, for instance, the witnesses HAMZAH and J, LILIPALY.
I also consider myself responsible for the acfefcsof my subordi
nates, but only when these took place during the time the 1 st ac
cused was absent and I replaced him.

When the 1 st accused became second -in- command of the 
TOKKEITAI I was senior petty dfficer.
As such my work was to pass on the 1st accused's orders to the 
subordinates and to receive their reports and give these to 
the 1 st accused,

ffhat the 1 st, accused has said about the allocallon of duties 
(allotting of cases)is correct, 1  myself also undertook Investi
gations as well, I was also the senior there in the 1 st, accused's 
absence, and when the 1 st accused, did happen to be present and 
gave me orders to this effect, I acted in his name,

I admit that whfet the accused has said about this .Is correct, 
AS also what he has said about official tours and detaching, I 

/ the am acquainted with^LOKKEHAI regulations and I admit that what 
the 1 st. accused has said about the regulations Is correct, I 
too, like the 1 st, accused, lived in the TOKKEITAI building,
I myself never ill-treated anybody,
I deny that with which I am charged under I and II, I was still 
working with the TOKKEITAI in the same function at the time of 
th9 Japanese capitulation.

Before I came to the Netherlands Indies I was in the police 
in NAGASAKI, this from 5th February 1935 till 8th*. October 19̂ -1 ••

I did sometimes see and hear that the TOKKEITAI beat people.
I did not stop this as I did not have the power to do so; only 
the 1 st. accused could do that.

It was necessary, however, that there should be beatings for 
a confession had to be forcedt if beating had not- taken place 
there would practically never have been a confession, and without 
this a case might not be sent by the TOKKEITAI to the Court-mar
tial, If they denied those being interrogated were struck with 
the hand or a stick. Torture (the accused used the technical 
word of the TOKKEITAI and KEMPEITAI for this "komimM also took 
place; but this I disapproved of most strongly. The methods for 
obtaining a confession were not instructed flom above but were 
inventions of those doing the interrogating. Such f6r instance 
as the method of the burning cigarette.

As far as the places were concerned where detachments were 
posted, I do not consider myself in general responsible for the 
acts of those detached as the 1 st accused selected the men for 
these posts. Whenever I had to replace the 1 st. accused and the 
detaching took place on my instructions I do then consider myself 
in that case to be responsible for the acts of the men detached, 
hut I cannot remember exactly which detachings took place at my 
suggestion.

-3rd
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I deny having committed the acts with which I have been 
charged. I Y/as a policeman^ in KOREA and on 6 August 19^2 was 
posted to the TOKKEITAI here with the rank of ceading Seaman.
On 1 kay 19^3 I was promoted to petty officer, on 1 Hay I9***f 
to chief petty officer and 1 September 19^5 to warrant officer. 
What the 1 st. accused has said about the TOKKEITAI regulations, 
allocation of duties, duty tours, detachings is correct, I 
lived in the TOKKEITAI building. I was still in the same function 
with the TOKKEITAI at the moment of the Japanese capitulation.
Vth. accused MINAKI Toorui

I deny having committed the acts with which I hawe been 
charged. Horn January 1937 till 14 October 19^1y I was a policeman 
with the Manchurian Railway Co. On 6 August l9*+2 I was posted 
to the TOKKEITAI with the rank of leading seaman. 7/bat the 1st 
accused has said about the regulations allocation of duties, 
duty tours and detachings is correct. I was the head in the 
duty tours to POSO in the period October 19*0 till the end 
of January 19^5 OKU en SEIIKZ were under me. I was head of the 
detachment in PALOPO from 26 September 19̂ *+ till February 19^5.
I lived in MACASSAR in the TOKKEITAI building. I* was still 
with the TOKKEXTAI in the same function at the time of the 
Japanese capitulation«
5th. accused MANABE Shipeos

I deny having committed the acts with which I have been 
charged. In 1936 I was working In the police station in FUKUOKA 
KEN and was then a police constable there from August 1938 till
8 October 19^1. In the beginning of August 19^2 I was posted to 
the TOKKEITAI with the rank of leading seaman. What the 1 st. 
accused has said about the regulations, allocation of duties, 
duty tours and detachings is correct, except that in my opAAion
a confession was not always demanded In order that a case be sent 
to the Court-martial. The tour to PALOPO-MAKALE±RANTEPAO in July 1 
19*+3 took place under the leadership of OGURA, the senior petty 
officer. OKU, SEIIKI, MINAUI, DOI and I took part in this tour.
I was not In SENGKANG that time. In MACASSAR I lived in the 
TOKKEITAI building. At the time of the Japanese capitulation 
I was still with the TOKKEITAI in the same function.
6 th. accused UAKASKBIA Susumui

I deny having committid the acts with which I have been 
charged* From 15 February 19**0 till the end of September 19̂ 1 
I was a police constable in KEIJO. In August 19^2 I was posted 
to the TOKKEITAI with the rank of leading seaman. What the 1 st 
accused has said about the regulations allocation of duties, 
duty tours and detachings is correct. I lived in the TOKKEITAI 
building. At the time of the Japanese capitulation I was still 
with the TOKKEITAI in the same function. I admit however that I 
struck witness J.P. NANLOHY three times with the flat of my hand.
8th. accused SHI3A Yoshlhlros

I deny having committed the acts with which I am charged.
In August 19^2 I was posted to the TOKKEITAI here with the rank 
of leading seaman. What the 1 st. accused has said about the 
regulations, allocation of duties, duty tours and detachings 
is correct. I lived in the TOKKEITAI building. I was still in the 
same function with the TOKKEITAI at the time of the Japanese 
capitulation. I acknowledge having struck SIAHAJA three times with 
the flat of my hand.
9 th. accused KGUCHI Tokyo?

3rd, accused TOMITA Toshlnltsui

-I deny-
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I deny having committed the ucts v/ith which I am charged* From
10 June 1937 till 8 October 19̂ 1 I was a police constable in the 
SAGA district. In August 19^2 I joined the TOKKEITAI here with the 
rank of leading seaman. What the 1 st* accused has said about the 
regulations, allocation of duties, duty tour3 and detachings is 
correct, but a confession was not always asked for in order to 
bring a case before the Court-martial,I lived in the TOKKEITAI 
building. I was still in the same function with the TOKKEITAI 
when Japan capitulated*
IPth*. accused SKiarx’ZU.Igflmui

I deny having committed the acts *ith which I am charged* In 
January 19̂ 3 I was posted to the TOKKEITAI in MACASSAR With the rank 
of chief petty officer* What the 1 st* accused has said about the 
regulations, allocation of duties, duty tours and detachings is 
correct. I lived in the TOKKEITAI building here. In January 19*0 
I went on a duty tour to WADJO-SIY/A with MORO, SENOO and ASAHI.
The legal officer MORO was in command and SENOO was my super
ior in rank. Form 2*f*5.i9Mf till 10* 1-19^5 I w&s detached to 
MADJENE with ONO who was the chief* We were also in MAMOEDJOE 
during that period. At the time Japan capitulated I was still 
in the same function with the TOKKEITAI*
m .  accused friASUDA Tamotsus

I deny having committed the acts with which I am charged. In 
August l9*+2 I was posted to the TOKKEITAI here with the rank of 
leading seaman* What the 1 st. accused has said about the regula
tions, allocation of duties, duty tours and detachings is correct, 
but a case could be brought before the Court-martial without 
a confession, provided that there was sufficient evidence* I lived 
in the TOKKEITAI building in MACASSAR. From 26 August 19*& to 20 
April 19^5 I was detached to PALOPO with OKADA as chief and SAITO 
as Interpreter* I was still in the same function with the TOKKEITAI 
at the capitulation of Japan.
12th_*_ accused OKU Masashlge t

I deny having committed the acts with which I am charged. In 
August 19̂ 2 I was posted to the TOKKEITAI here with the rank of 
chief petty officer. What the 1 st. accused has said about the 
TOKKEITAI regulations, allocation of duties, duty tours and de
tachings is correct. I lived in MACASSAR in the TOKKEITAI building.
In July 19^3 I went on duty tour to PALOPO-MAKALE-RANTEPAO with 
OGURA and*mANABE. OGURA was in command. I was detached to MADJENE 
with SHBsITZU from September 19Mf till January 19^6. I was the chief.* 
From January 19^5 till the following April OKADA was the' chief and Z worked under him. SHIMITZU went back to MACASSAR. When Japan 
capitulated I was still in the same function with the TOKKEITAI.
I admit however having struck WENSVEEN with the flat of my hand 
by order of KODAMA (the 1 st. accused^ predecessor). I also acknow
ledge having struck witness HENDRIKS three times with the flat of 
my hand by order of OGURA. This holds good also with regard to 
witness PAUL TANDI.
13th._ acg^s£d_TEfiAyM?A_Sholchl«

I deny having committed the acts with which I am charged. I was 
posted to the TOKKEITAI here in August 19^2 with the rank of chief 
petty officer. What the 1 st. accused has said about the regulations, 
allocation of duties, duty tours, and detachings is correct.
I lived in the TOKKEITAI building. When Japan capitulated I was 
still working in the same function with the TOKKEITAI.

9th. accused EGUCHI Tokvo:

-1^th.accused-
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I deny having committed the acts with which I am charged. In 
August 19^4 I came to\the TOKKLITAI here as an interpreter« Before 
that I was a naval employee and had no rank* From the end of August 
19^4 I lived in the TOKKEITAI building. I cannot Judge as to whether 
what the 1st. accused has said about the regulations is correct or 
not as I was only an interpreter. I have never read the TOKKEITAI 
regulations. In July l9^3 I went to PALOPO on a duty tour with MIKAEI, 
SEIIKI, OGURA, idANABE and OKU. When Japan capitulated I v:as still 
Y/orkJLng with the «OKKEITAI in the same function. I tcknowledge how
ever having four times struck SIAliAJA with the flat of my hand by 
YAUAGUCHI's orders; the same thing too with regard to THOENG TOK 
LEAliG.
J5$h* accused Fusao i

I deny having committed the acts with which I am charged. On 1 
November 19^f I was temporarily put at the deposition of the TOKKEITAI 
as a chauffeur and so do not know whether what the 1 st. accused has 
said about the regulations, allocation of duties, duty tours and 
detachings is correct. I lived in the TOKKLITAI building. By judgment 
of this Court-martial dated 23 January 19**7 I was sentenced to 10 
years imprisonment for systematic terrosm*

fthen Japan capitulated I  was 3till working with the TO KKEITAI 
in the same function,
16th. accused SKNQQ ShiKeichis

I deny having committed the acts with which I am charged. From 
1 Hay 1933 till 7 October I was in the police In OSAKA.
In. August 19̂ 2 I was placed with the TOKKEITAI here with the rank 
of chief petty officer. Vihat tho 1 st. accused has said about the 
regulations, allocation of duties, duty tours and detachings is 
correct, but a case could also be brought before the Court-martial 
without a confession provided that there was sufficientevidence*
In January 19*0 I went on a duty tour to WADJO-SIWA with VORO,
SHI&ITZU and flsabi. MORO, who was legal officer, was in command 
while I  was superior in rank to SHD«inzU and A S A H I. When Japan 
capitulated I  was still working with the TO KKEITAI in the same’ 
function*

Considering that at the sitting 1 1 *f statements, containing 
sworn statements and confrontations, made and held during the 
preliminary investigation, were read out to and sbown the accused, 
by which statements the identily of the accused is established 
and a mistake of persons excluded, and through which the above- 
mentioned total and partial confessions are confirmed and the 
following evidentially matter produced with regard to the remaining 
charges;

Considering however that a short dissertation must first be given 
as to that which has been charged so far as the component parts 
there^of are concerned:

Considering that this indictment is not concerned with the 
accused as individuals but as a group in the sense of art. 10 
Stat, Book 19^6 no. *+5, they forming part of the special Japanese 
Naval Police organisation in MACASSAR called the TOKKEITAI, of which 
group the 1 st. accused wa3 the second -in- command and the rest 
respectively mombers, interpreter and chauffeur;

Considering that i£ has been charged against this group - the 
criminal responsibility of which will b9 discussed later - that 
contrary to the rules and customs of war it, carried out unlawful 
mass arrests and /or £, practised systematic terroalsm against arres
ted persons,this consisting in actions specifically mentioned; all 
of which aens led, at anyrate contributed to the death or serious

lUth, accused L>OI_0pbprii*

-bodily-
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bod ily and mental suffering of many, and to the sentencing to death 
and imprisonment of several innocent persons;

Considering that under unlawful mass arrests must be understood 
arrests of groups of persons, firstly on the ground of wild rumours 
and suppositions and secondly, without definite fact3 and indications 
being present with regard to each person which justified his arrest}

Considering that the object of these m&3S arrests was to play 
various arrested persons off against each other, they being unable 
to have any further contact with each other, and also by means of inti
midation and terrorisation either of the arrested persons or of their 
family, after screening and sifting to arrive at concrete indications 
against certain persons in order to take proceedings against these 
latter;

Considering that this method consequently ended at the point 
where in countries with democratic principles of Justice an arrest 
can only begin, which method was also in vogue with the KEMPE3TAI 
(special Japanese army police), and even with the Japanese civil 
police as the Court-martial has found when trying other cases, and 
which, as is generally known, formed also the well-taied method of 
the German Gestapo and Russian G.P.U., both of which latter organi
sations at interrogations worked systems analogous to those of the 
KELiPEHAI and TOKKEITAI;

Considering that the aforesaid mass arrests/ already contained 
the elements of systematic terrorism in them for nobody, even the 
most tnnocent, was any longer certain of his liberty and a person 
once arrested, even if absolutely innocent, could no longer be sure 
of health and life;

Considering further that the terrorism as reflected in the 
charge must be considered as systematic, as the ill-treatments and 
tortures were not only similar as regards the various accused but were 
also similar to those employed everywhere by the members of the 
XKHPEITAI, one definite object alone being aimed at, namely the 
forcing of a confession without which it was impossible to bring 
a case before the Japanese Court-martial; further, in order to 
obtain this confession in the quickest and easiest manner the lines 
of least resistance were followed, namely, not by the collecting 
of copious data against an accused and so producing such conclusive 
evidence that denial was practically Impossible, but by direct 
psychological and physical compulsion paralysing the resistance of 
the person under interrogation, the result being that on innumerable 
occasions a so-called confession of acts committed followed made/ by 
people who were entirely tnnocent of such;

Considering that with regard to the TOKKEITAI taken as a group, 
legal and convincing evidence has been produced at the sitting that 
it was guilty of both the aforesaid war crimes;

Considering that* no Incriminating evidence has been produced 
against the 1 3th accused, TERAYAMA Sholchl, and it has appeared that 
the war crimes peviously mentioned were committed by the TOKKEITAI 
group without his having anything to do in the matter, so that he 
must be acquitted of that with which he has been charged and the order 
for his Immediate release must be upheld;

Considering that special acts are further charged against each 
of the remaining accused, which acts form a handful of the total 
crimes committed by the group and determine closer the share that 
each member of this group had in the said crimes, all of which 
subdivisions shall be tested against the evidence produced.
1 st, accused KOTOMURA Shlgekli

Considering that it has been definitely proved by the investi
gation at the sitting that in UAJJOEDJOE and JiADJENE in November 19^ 
a great number of people suspected of espionage and conspiracy were 
arrested, kept in prison, illtreated and tortured; as also in UACASSAR, 
in January 19^5, a large group of persons suspected of distributing 
anti-Japanese placards and other documents; as also in MACASSAR, in 
January 19^5, a large group of persons on the ground of their refusing 
to work for the Japanese; to v/hich groups those persons enumerated 
in the indictment under la, b, and c belonged; the consequent results

-being-
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being as stated in the indictment.
Considering that the 1st. accused has stated that the inves

tigation in the aforesaid cases was ordered by the senior Staff 
officers TOYAMA and USAWA and ctrried out by him - accused -, so 
that the 1 st. accused must be considered responsible, nojr for carrying 
out the order which as a subordinate he could not refuse to do, but 
for the fact that the execution of the order took the form of mass 
arrests as has already been discussed, and that methods of interroga
tion such as mentioned above were used thereby;

Considering that the 1st. accused must also be made responsible 
for everything experienced by the group named under Id - as shown 
by the witnesses' statements - after 11 November 1943, the date when 
his period of administration began, and responsible also for what 

under/ THE HAP TJENG, mentioned / Ic, went through in the TOKKEITAI buil
ding in MACASSAR4

Considering that during the investigation that which is charged 
against the accused under II and III has also been proved;

With regard to the other accusedi
Considering that from the investigation held at the sitting it 

has further appfijgfred that the aforesaid crimes (these being especially 
mentioned if they were of a very serious nature) were committed 
against the following persons at the place and time mentioned 
thereby, for which, in addition to the group, the remaining accused 
must be individually made responsible in the way set down in the 
special part of the charge relating to them, while furthermore still 
further cases of more or less serious ill-treatment have appeared 
which were not specifically stated in the indictment and which 
equally deserve being mentioned belowi
1« THE HAP TJENG, Macassar, March 1945* accused SHIMETZU, Victim dead; 

thef.t of goods to an amount of about f. 30.000.
2. SOFEARDI, Macassar, April 1945: accused SHIBA and DOI.
3. MIDIN, Macassar, April 1945: accused SHIGA and DOI.
4* RADEN SALEH, Macassar, April 1945: accused SHIBA and DOI.
5* P.I.A. SIAHAJA, Macassar, Hay 1945: accused SHIBA and DOI»
6» G. LOUHENAPESSY, Macassar, April 1945: accused SHIBA and DOI*
7« I* KAILOLA, Macassar, May 1945: accused SHIBA and DQI.
8* JO HO LENG, Macassar, September 1944: accused TOMITA and DOI*
9* M*J* SCHRAM, Macassar, October 19̂ -2: accused OKU*
10* TJANG KEN HONG, Macassar, April 1944: accused SHIBA and OKU*
11* Ch.H* Viensveen, Macassar, Jtme-September 1943: accused OKU,

MAN ABE, DOI, NAKASHIMA and SHU3ITZU. Hung up head-downward by 
OKU, and thumb-mark put on a blank sheet of paper.
12. TOREKIRAN, Macassar, 1943: accused EGUCHI.
13. Sergeant AMAT, Macassar, 1943: accused EGUCHI.
1m-* Mrs* MORKS, Macassar, 1943: accused EGUCHI*
15. J* Chr* 3AHELANGI, Macassar, June-July !9*+4: accused OKU.
16*, L.P.E.Vf. KANDOU, Macassar, March-July 1944: accused OKU*

. 17* Mr* KANDOU, Macassar, March-July 194m-: accused OKU.
18. M. SERAJAR, Macasaar, June 1941: accused OKU.
19# THIO HANG LENG, Macassar, March 1943: accused SHIMITSU. In

.prison for 2^ years and then sentenced to 7 years' imprisonment.
20. THOENG TOK LEANG, Macassar, March 1943: accused SAKAI and DOI.
21. Mrs* GASPERSZ, Macassar, May 1943: accused TOMITA*

Madjene, July 1944: accused SHBIITZU.
22. D.J. GASPERSZ, Macassar, May 1943: accused MASUDA: Badly ill-trea-

ted for six days running; re-arrested in July 1944 and died.
23. MK.F* HENDRIKS, Palopo, July 1943: accused OKU, DOI and MANABE.
24. W.F. de QUILETTES, Macassar, July 1943: accused DOI and SHIBA.

Victim burned with a hot bicycle bell and tortured with a stick
in the hollow of hl3 knees.

25. Three American airmen, Macassar, 1945: accused DOI en &0T0MURA.
26. M.E. VOLL, Palopo, 1945. Raped by accused MINAMI.

•27# LABILE, Wadjo-Siwa, January 1943: accused SHIKITZU.
28. LA ROLGA, Wadjo-Siwa, January 1943: accused SHIHITZU.
29. J.ML. LATUPERISSA, Palopo, July 1943: accused DOI ana OKU.
30. S‘*P. SOELEMANA, Kamoedjoe, Madjene, November 1944, accused 

SKIielTZU and OKU. Victim tied by SHI11ITZU to the anchor of a jroa 
and thrown overboard three times.

31
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31. GOUW BEÑO HOEY, liadjene, November I9^fi accused OKU. Victim shut 
up in prison for 8 months.

32. V»'., TEHUPEORY, Madjene, 19 +̂. Very serious ill-treatment by the 
TCu&ITAI in Madjene, as a result of which the victim died on 29 
July 19̂ 5.

33&. TJOKKANG, Mamoedjoe, 19^+j accused SHIMITZU. Kicked victim In 
the face with his shod foot.

33 b. ¿ÚABALI, Mamoedjoe, 19^+: accused SHIMITZU. Right wrist broken 
through blows from a stick.

3*f. 8AGERAN, Mamoedjoe, 19Mfi accused SHIMITZU, Victim, 57 years of 
age, kicked In the face with a shod foot.

35* Mrs. RAEDA. Mamoedjoe. 19^+f accused SHIMITZU; beat the victim 
on the heaa with a stick.

36. T3ATJ0 DANGA, Mamoedjoe, October 19M+j accused SHIMITZU. Shut up 
fora week without food or drink.

37. SIKANG, Madjene, October 19VV * accused SHIMITZU.
38. SANGKALA, Madjene, January 19^5* accused OKU. Victim tortured.
39. Mrs. Chr. SAMAN, Mamoedjoe, July I9^f: accused SHIMITZU«
HO. Mr. SAMAN, Mamoedjoe, July l9Mt: accused SHIMITZU. Completely 

stripped these two last mentioned persons,of whom the woman was 
in an advanced state of pregnancy, and tortured them in each 
others* pregence in a way unworthy of a human being.

*t1. Mrs. SITTI MAEMOENA, Mamoedjoe, November 19*+*M accused SHIMITZU.
*f2. Mrs. SITTI HASNA, Mamoedjoe, November 19*+*+* accused SHIMITZU* Tor

tured these last two persons In a way unworthy of a human being.
*+3* MUSTAPA, Mamoedjoe, November 19^: accused SHIMITZU and OKU.

Victim was examined by SHIMITZU for three days an} nights, being 
beaten, given nothing to eat or drink and Rtfmd to a post with 
a dog chain like an animal.

Mf. MOEHAMAD TAHA, Mamoedjoe, November 19^* accused SHIMITZU.
**5# PABI, Mamoedjoe, November 19^: accused SHIMITZU.
U6. S. ABDOERRACHMAN, Palopo. June 19^3* accused DOI. Victim tortured.
*+7. MOSHAMAD, Palopo, Juné 19̂ 3Ii accused DOI«
W8. AMAD TJAMuANG, Masamba, September 19̂ 3« Victim arrested by the 

TOKKLITAI and died In UASAMBA prison as a result of severe Ill- 
treatment by the accused OKU«

*f9« DJAWI, Malill, January 19^, accused OKU.
50. PAUL TANDI, Malill, January 19VU1 accused OKU. So severely treated 

the person concerned that he was more dead than alive.
PAUL TANDI, Macassar, January 19^: accused OKU. Knocked three
• teeth out of the victim^ mouth.

51• J* NIKIJWLUW, Palopo, October 19^2: accused OKU. Torture.
52. SAERANG? Macassar, January 19^3* accused OKU.
53. KAROEPAK, Macassar, January 19*+3* accused OKU.
5h. ABDOELRACHHAH, Macassar, January 19^3* accused OKU*
55« SOUISA, Macassar, January 19̂ +3* accused OKU.
56 DJAY/I, Macaasar, January 19*+3* accused OKU*
57* PESIK, Macassar, January 19̂ +3* accused OKU*
58. GOMAR, Macassar, January 19^3* accused OKU*

The persons concerned numbered 52,53*55,56,57 and 58, died as a 
result of the torturing theu received.

59. ANDI MAKKASAOE, LAUANGGONG, Hadji ABDURRACHMAN, PANRE TAKKO,
AMBO GOTJONG, ALI, LAPATANG, LA BATJO, LA HADJI, HALIMA? LA REWOE, 
LA PALLAWO, ANDI BANRI, arrested in Y/adjo-Slwa by members of the 
TOKKEITAI among vhom was the accused SHIMITZU and brutally ill- 
treated*

60. ABDOEL V/AKAB, Mamoedjoe, November 19*+*M accused OKU and SHIMITZU.
61. BALIE Dg. IIASESE, Macassar l9*+3* SHIMITZU. Petrol was poured over 

the person concerned who Y/as set alight.
62. ABDULRACIiMAN, Macassar, March 19^5* accused OKU.
6 3. ANDI PATOEROESI, Malill, August 19^3* accused OKU.

ANDI PATOEROESI, Macassar, January 19^*1 accused OKU.
Before the person concerned was ill-treated he was first rolled 
up in a thin rug and was nearly suffocated by this.

6*+, G.J. PATIWAEL, Malili, July 19^3: accused OKU.
idem , Masamba, January accused OKU.
idem , xdacassar, beginning of 19WVJ accused OKU and

SHIMITZU.
6*.
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65. A. MANTOUW, Kalili, August 19^3* accused OKU.
66. OEMAR, Mallllf September 19*+3: accused OKU.
¿5?. idem , Masamba, September 19^3: accused OKU.

Idem, Posso, November 19*+3, accused OKU.
67. WINI GONI, Uasamba, September 19^3* accused OKU.
68. LAPULALAN, Masamba, September 19^3: accused OKU.
69 PIET LESKONA, Masamba, September 19*+3: accused OKU.70. SABANDER, " n n n n
71. KAIHKNA, rt n « « m
72. DOMINGOES PATTIRANi , PALOPO, July l9*+3: accused OKU.
73. DAVID PATTIRANfi, Palopo, July 19^3* accused OKU.
7*+. LORE, Palopo, December 19^3* accused CKU.
75. &IEM A WAN, Masamba, 19^5* accused OKU. Severe Torture.
76. FRANCIEN LILIPALY, Macassar, September 19^3: accused 

NAKATA and SHIMITZU, Seriously Ill-treated and afterwards 
In hospital for some months with beri-beri.

77. M. PANGALILA, Macassar, January l9*+5* accused SHIBA and SHIMITZU.
7fi. Mrs. van PAENDONG, Macassar, January 19^5: accused SHIBA 

Stripped and frightfully ill-treated.
79. PALONG, Macassar, March 19^3: accused SHIXMUZU.
80. ELIAS DJABIBI, Rantepao, Jul£ 19^f, accused OKU.
8t. D.F. PEA, Macassar, March-April 19*+3i accused OKU.
82. L. RUKUKAIL: accused OKU.
83. The brothers HAUMAHU: accused NAKATA.
8bt HAMZAH: accused SHIMITZU and SAKAI.
85: J.P. ANLOHY: accused NAKASIMA.
86. BAJA, accused SHIBA and DOI (Nicknamed " the tiger of 

Macassar").
87. THOENG TOK LEANG: accused DOI, EGUCHI, MASUDA, MINAMI?

0N0, SENOO, SHIMITZU and SAKAI.
88. N. JONAS, PALOPO, August 19*0* accused OKU.

"89. ANG KOK PIENG: accused SHIMITZU.
90. W. PUPAMAKU1 accused SENOO.
91. LIEU YOE HENG: accused SENOO and NAKASHIMA.(the TOKKEITAI 

executioner).
92. J.E. WIGERI van EDEMA: accused SENOO.
93. LIE TJAN WENG: accused OKU and NAKASHIMA.

L.L. SINAUWt accused SENOO.
95. J. HORHORUW: ACCUsed SHIMITZU.
96. J. LILIPALYi accused SAKAI.
97. TAMAILA: accused SHIMITZU.
98. OEMAR bln DJENODj Palopo, September 19^: accused MASUDA#
99. Mrs. DARMA, Palopo, September 19^: accused MASUDA.
100. BASO bin DEJENOD, Palopo, September 19^+: accused IIASUDA.
101. VERA AUGUSTINA VOLL, repeatedly raped and severely ill-

treated by the aeettsed 1» ■fc-he- ye-»?» >9^3’ and followup to the capitulation of Japan.
Considering that the following witnesses have declared among 

other things:
PAUL TANDI: that In the TOKKEITAI building in Macassar (January 
l9*Hf) people were brutally ill-treated nearly every day by the 
TOKKEITAI during interrogations, after which they were either 
dragged or crept to their rooms.
BALIE Dg. MASKSE: an average of 2 people died per day In the 
TOKKEITAI '(building^ in Macassar (December 19^3)*
HAMZAH: During the time of my imprisonment with the TOKKEITAI 
in Macassar I saw the accused MASUDA, MINAMI, SAKAI, SENOO? 
SHIMITZU and TOMITA beat people, hang them up etc.

-ABDUL-
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ABDUL RASJIPi As houseboy andjailer with the TOKKEITAI in 
Macassar with my own eyes I saw people tortured (witness gave 
a detailed description) by the accused DOI, SHIBA, SHIMITZU,
OKU| HANABB and NAKASHIMA.
The witness also gave a lengthy explanation as to feeding, 
housing ^treatment of arrestees, this being confirmed in full 
by the statement as a witness of the Jailer IBRAHIM.

Considering that for all the above actjd the perpetrators of 
the same must be held criminally responsible, but further the 
TOKKEITAI considered as a whole (group) also, seeing that these 
offences were all committed within the framework of the TOKKEITAI 
•s activities, with this understanding however that the degree 
of responsibility must not be made the same for all the accused;

Considering with regard to this that the 1st accused was 
charged with the general/issued by him. he allocated the duties, 
gave orders for the duty tours, and detachments took place 
entirely according to his submission,so that as far as he Is 
concerned he must bear the greatest measure of responsibility 
for everything standing to the debit of the TOKKEITAI in Macassar; *

Considering that the responsibility of the 2nd. accused 
as the 1st. accused's deputy follows directly on that of his 
chief;

Considering as far as the remaining accused are concerned 
that their responsibility must be prized as being mutually equal, 
following that of their Immediate commandant (1st. accused) and 
the latter's deputy (2nd. accused),but with this modification 
however, that the 1*+th. accused D0I% Noboru and 15th accused 
NAKATA Fusao.were only appointed as respectively Interpreter and 
chauffeur and further, that those taking part in the duty tours 
as also the detachments, had their independent activities and 
as such formed a sub-group of the TOKKEITAI, and those In charge 
of the duty tours and the heads of detachments had the greater 
responsibility and were thus more reponslble than their fellow 
travellers and those subordinates who had also been detached 
with them;

Considering that through the above legal evidence the 
Court-martial has been convinced that the actions chained were 
committed , constituting the violation of the laws and customs 
of war to be closer specified In the dictum,and the aforesaid 
accused are guilty thereof as shown above, wherefore they deserve 
to be declared guilty and sentenced to punishment;

Considering with regard to the penalty, that the Court-martial 
is of the opinion that the gradation of responsibility shown above, 
considered in connection with the extent and gravity of the crimes 
committed by each of the accused> must be taken as a basis for 
this;

In view of the sentence passed by the Court- on the 15th. 
accused, NAKATA Fusao, No. T.Kr. 21/19i+6, dated 23 January 19^7, 
and in connection therewith article 7 of Statute Book 19*+o no. *+5;

In view of the decision taken by the Court-martial at the 
first sitting that the accused shall be kept under arrest during 
the trial, and the order given at the sitting on Tuesday, 13 Kay 
19^7, that the 13th. accused, TERAYAMA Shoiichi, be released 
immediately;

Also In view of Statute Books Mf, *f5, **6 and *f7/19**6|
Administering the Lni

In the name of the Queen!
Understands that the proceedings against the 7th. accused 0N0 
Yoshio, shown at the head of this, have become obsolete by the 
latter's death;
Declares that no legal and convincing proof has shown the guilt of 
the 13th. accused, TERAYAMA Shoichi, shown at the head of this, 
in the charge brought against him;

Acquits him therefore of this;
Upholds the order whereby the immediate release of accused 

is required;
Declares the other accused shown at the head o f  this:

L . control and all orders were 4st . accused-
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1 st. accused MOTOMURA Shigeki 
2nd« accused SAK4I Chobel 
3rd« accused TOMITA Yoshimitsu 
5th. accused MINAUI Tooru 
5th« accused MANAHL Shlgeo 
6th« accused NAKASHBdA Susumu 
8th« accused SHIEA Yoshlhiro 
9th« accused EGUCHX Tokyo 
10th« accused SHEilTZU Isamu 
1 1 th« accused MASUDA Tamotsu 
12th. accused OKU Masashlge 
lUth. accused DOI Noboru 
15th. accused NAKATA Fusao 
16th« accused SENOO Shigeichi

each guilty of the war crimes of:

S "The carrying out of unluwful mass arrests" 
"Systematic terrorism, practised against civilians"«

Sentences them on this account to 2
1 st« accused MOTOMUKA Shigeki: 
2nd« accused SAKAI Chobel : 
3rd« accused TOKITA Toshimitsu: 
nth. accused HINA1II Tooru 2 
5th« accused MANABE Shlgeo t 
6th« accused NAKASHD1A Susumui 
8th« accused SHIBA Yoshlhiro : 
9th« accused EGUCHI Tokyo 2

10th. accused SHIMITZU Isamu : 
1 1 th« accused KASUDA Tamotsu :
12th« accused OKU Masashlge : 
1*tth« accused DOI Noboru 2
15th. accused NAKATA Fusao 2 
16th. accused SENOO Shlgelchl :

death
death
one years' Imprisonment
defcfch
death
death
death
twenty years' Imprison

ment
death
fifteen years' imprison

ment
death
death
five years' imprisonment 
twenty years'Imprisonment,

the State;

Upholds the decision that accused I, II, III, IV, V, VI, 
VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIV, XV and XVI shall be kept in 
custody«
Understands that the costs of the trial shall be met by
Sentence pessed 16 May 19^7 by
Lt« Col« Dr« N«M« Vellenga, Inf« Bes« 
Capt« J.A* Struyenkamp, Inf« K«N«I«L«) 
Capt« R. CLAPRCTH, Inf. Res )

President
Members

in the prepense of
1 st. Lt. Dr. J.H. HORNUNG, Inf. Res 

and summed up and decreed the same day.
The Members,
S/ R« Claproth 
S/ STRUYENKAMP

Secretary

The President, 
S/ VELLENGA,

Flat of_execution. Macassar, 15 July 19^7. 
The Resident of South Celebes,
S/ C.LION CACHET.

-pronounced-
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Pronounced at the public sitting of the Temporary Court- 
martial on 18 July 19^7 by Lt. Col. Dr. N.M. VELLENGA, Inf. Res. 
president, in the pretence of Capt. J.A. STRUYENKAMP, Inf. and 
Capt. ABDULLAH d&eng MAPPOEDJI, Inf,res., members, 1st. Lt.Dr* 
J.H. HORNUNG, Inf. Res., secretary, Dr. E.MULLER, prosecutor, as 
well as in the presence of the accused and their counsel*

The Secretary, 
8/ HORNUNG*

The President, 
8/ VELLENGA.
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